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ORATEX UL 600

COVERING INSTRUCTIONS
Iron-on polyester fabric covering for light aircraft
ORATEX® UL 600 is an advanced iron-on
polyester fabric covering which is patented worldwide. It is easy to handle and can be over painted.
ORATEX® UL 600 consists of a polymerised
multi-layer-system with integral colour and UVprotection which is applied to a polyester fabric
especially developed for this specific application.
ORATEX® UL 600 is available in many
attractive colours, as this fabric covering is
equipped with a UV-proof final top-coating, it does
not need to be painted. However, ORATEX® UL
600 can easily be painted with all ORA®
®
COLOR paints in order to achieve a custom finish, ORATEX UL 600 and ORACOLOR® paints are fuel-proof.
Depending on the different aircraft construction materials (e.g. aluminium, steel, wood, composite) the temperature
setting for your iron may vary. In general, the fabrics are applied at 90 °C, so that they do not shrink when being ironedon, however, as heat conductive materials like aluminium or steel will immediately dissipate much of the heat, you can
apply much higher temperatures when working with these materials. In this case you can apply temperatures of
approx. 130 - 170 °C without shrinking the fabric when ironing.
Whether or not the covering has to be rib stitched depends on the aircraft's designer and his constructional design. If
the designer stipulates that rib stitching of the covering material is mandatory, then ORATEX® UL 600 may be
sewn in the conventional manner.

1. TOOLS YOU'LL NEED:
r
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r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Covering iron
Scissors
Cutter bar / ruler
Synthetic fibre brush / spray gun
ORATEX®- felt blade (ref. no. 0948)
Measuring tape
Soft cloth / kitchen roll
Scalpel (ref. no. 0914)
Cutting knife (ref. no. 0916)
Heat gun
Sanding block
Infrared thermometer
Dividers
Self adhesive tape for masking / fixing
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2. MATERIALS YOU'LL NEED:
ORATEX® UL 600
ORATEX® iron-on Pinked or Straight Edge Tapes
ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive (available types see 4)
ORATEX® Special Thinner, available in the following units:
250 ml - ref. no.: 0969, 1 litre - ref. no.: 0973, 5 litre - ref. no.: 0971,
10 litre - ref. no.: 0972
r Release paper (ref. no.: 12-100-005)
r Special remover for ORATEX® (ref. no.: 0957)
r
r
r
r

3. SURFACE PREPARATION
Preparing metal surfaces
Take your time to thoroughly deburr all components (picture 1).
Burrs can damage, cut or even cause fretting to the fabric (tear),
this also applies to riveted construction (sharp edges, peaks) as
well as for welded construction (weld seams). Thoroughly
degrease the metal surface before covering, we recommend
this be done with our ORATEX® Special Thinner (picture 2).
Preparing aluminium surfaces

fig. 1

To prepare aluminium structures for covering we recommend
that the aluminium is treated with a 2k zinc chromate etch
primer. The etch primer ensures that the aluminium airframe is
ready to accept the ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive
After cleaning the aluminium with the ORATEX® Special
Thinner you can apply the primer. We recommenc to treac the
inside of the tubes, too. After the primer has cured, the
ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive, this must be done
with a synthetic fibre brush or spray gun (picture 3).

fig. 2

Preparing steel surfaces
For steel construction: After preparing and degreasing the steel
tubular construction apply an appropriate temperature-stable
2K primer this can be done with a spray gun. Once the primer is
cured, a thin layer of the ORATEX® Hotmelt Adhesive can be
sprayed or brushed onto it, for tubular structures spray or brush
the complete tube (picture 3).
fig. 3

4. GENERAL ADVICE
· If you do not have an iron with a precise thermostate you can also measure the temperature with a infrared
thermometer. For wooden wings a temperature of approx. 90°C must be set, metal wings need circa 130-170 °C,
because the metal acts as a heat sink and dissipates heat very quickly.
· The ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive consists of three components blended as a single product: the actual
adhesive, thickener and the appropriate hardener. When applying heat (whilst ironing or shrinking) the adhesive not
only bonds but also crosslinks (polymerises); this makes the adhesion temperature-stable. ORATEX® Dispersion
Hotmelt Adhesive must be completely dry before you can start covering. This procedure can well be accelerated with
a heat gun set on COLD air, it is essential that only cold air is applied as the hardener, which is already included in the
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water-based adhesive, starts to react at temperatures exceeding 50°C. This means that, once this process is started,
the adhesive hardens and cannot be used to for bonding the fabric anymore.
Attention: In order to achieve an optimal application of the adhesive a synthetic fibre brush must for applying the
adhesive. If natural hair brushes are used the adhesive can dry up and form beads which are then brushed on with the
adhesive. These beads can affect the visual appearance.
Our adhesive is available in two different types:
1. Complete with hardener:
50 ml ref. no.: 0974, 100 ml - ref. no.: 0975, 500 ml - ref. no.: 0976, 1 litre - ref. no.: 0977, 5 litre - ref. no.:
0978 and 10 litre - ref. no.: 0979.
2. Separate components:
Adhesive, thickener, hardener to be mixed, 1 litre - ref.no.: 0987, 5 litre - ref.no.: 0988, 10 litre - ref.no.: 0989.

5. ASSEMBLY POINTS, JUNCTION PLATES, RIVETS, JOINTS
All assembly points, junction plates, rivets and joints must be
deburred and covered with a patch (picture. 4). This prevents the
covering from being damaged by sharp edges, bumps and
protrusions.
TO APPLY: Apply ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive onto
the aforesaid area. Apply ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt
Adhesive onto the inner side of a piece of fabric. After the
adhesive has dried cut the patches out of the fabric onto which
the adhesive had been applied. Iron the patches on. If you have
riveted metal cap strips we recommend you cover them with a
patch which covers the whole fin including leading edge tube and
trailing edge tube (see e. g. tubular construction as in picture 5).

fig. 4

fig. 5

6. SEWING
If the aircraft construction stipulates rib stitching is mandatory, then ORATEX® UL 600 must be rib stitched.
Actually, rib stitching is quite simple: it is done, as generally known, with needle and thread and industry approved
knots (A). After all the rib stitching has been completed and knotted they are ironed on (B).

A

B

C

D

After the fabric has been rib stitched, the ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive is applied over either side of the
stitching and to a width of the ORATEX® Pinked or Straight edge tapes less 5 mm either side. (C). In order to achieve
a good / clean result we recommend you mask the area where no adhesive should be applied with masking tape.
Remove the masking tape straight after having applied the adhesive, once the adhesive has dried, iron the
ORATEX® Pinked or Straight Edge Tape on at c. 90°C (D). Choose an iron temperature at which the pinked edge
tape does NOT shrink.

7. OVERLAPS
When overlapping of the fabric occurs the overlap must be of at least 5 cm (2 inch) width. When you stick fabric onto
fabric apply the ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive onto the upper side of the lower fabric. In order to obtain a
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clean bond seam, mask the outside edges of the respective area. Apply the adhesive and remove the masking tape
when the adhesive is still wet. It is recommended to use the ORATEX® Pinked or Straight tape as “protective tape”
around leading edge tubes. This will protect the covering in this area from being damaged by little stones that are
catapulted with high speed into the area of the leading edge by the propeller. Without a “protective tape” the covering
around leading edge tubes can be affected in the long term.

8. COVERING THE TAILPLANE

fig. 6

fig. 7

fig. 8

To get used to this unique covering system you can begin by covering the tailplane, rudders and flaps. To get started
roll the fabric out on a flat even surface, with the outside of the fabric face down. Now position the tailplane on the
fabric, ensuring the best economical use of the fabric (Fig. 6). If the structure is riveted, iron patches (made from fabric
offcuts) onto the rivets and junction plates, thereby preventing the covering fabric from fretting and being damaged in
these areas.
After the tailplane has been positioned on the fabric the contours of the complete framework should be traced onto the
fabric marking all inner and outer contours of the tailplane with a pencil onto the inside of the fabric.
Now do the same for the upper side as well as for the underside. The
underside of the tailplane is to be covered first, and the leading edge tube leading edge tube upperside trailing edge
tube
being wrapped with upto 630° of the fabric where possible (see. Drawing
1). For optimum bonding, the first 270° of fabric enveloping the inner side of
adhesive
the leading edge tube will be coated with adhesive on the OUTSIDE of the
fabric. In order to mark the cutting edge of the fabric, an outer reference line
envelope
is to be drawn additionally to the line marking the contours.
envelope with 630° underside with 270°
Drawing 1

The distance between this reference line and the line marking the contours
equates the circumference of the outer leading edge tube + 75%.
trailing edge
leading edge tube
tube
Example: Tube diameter (d) 5 cm:
inside of the fabric
Pi · d · 1,75 = 3,14 · 5 · 1,75 . 27,5 cm
adhesive
This means you should add 27.5 cm of fabric, beginning at the contour line.
For adding fabric when covering the trailing edge tube, the distance
between the contour line and the reference line for cutting equates 80% of
enveloping direction
the circumference of the tube.
Drawing 2
Example: Tube diameter (d) 2 cm:
Pi · d · 0,8 = 3,14 · 2 · 0,8 . 5 cm
This means you should add 5 cm of fabric, beginning at the rear contour line.
The fabric area between the outer reference/cutting line and the line at the rear end of the leading / trailing edge tube
as well as those parts that will be covered by bars and bands/longerons must now be coated with ORATEX®
Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive. After the adhesive has dried the fabric will be cut. Please note that for curves (wing tips
etc.) you will need additional 20-25 cm for gripping the fabric when pulling it around the curvature.
Where bars or ribs are to be enveloped cuts are made into the fabric (fig. 7 and fig. 9). The cut-offs can later be used as
patches to be ironed onto ribs or bars. Covering begins at the leading edge tube and is continued to the trailing edge.
Now you can begin ironing the fabric onto the inner sides of the leading edge tube. To simplify matters you should
always begin with the straight tubes. The tapering parts will be covered only after the fabric has been ironed on to the
trailing edge. The fabric will practically be wrapped around the leading edge tube of the structure to be covered and
will then be ironed on (fig. 8). For tapering parts the wrapping at the leading edge tube is to be reduced to 270°.
Curvatures like tips will be fixed by ironing (fig. 8/14).
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fig. 9

fig. 10

fig. 11

fig. 12

During ironing the fabric must be firmly stretched around the structure with one hand, as it becomes more elastic when
heated. If there are any creases you can shrink them out by increasing the heat (fig. 17/19). In order to create a large
“anchoring area“ iron the fabric around the trailing edge within a radius of 270°. Deal with the other outer tubes in the
same way. When covering the upper side, iron the fabric onto the outer structure of the leading edge tube with a 180°
wrap, and the outer structure of the trailing edge with a 150° wrap (Drawing 3).
With the exception of the fins (fig. 10) the bottom side will be covered first, in the same way as the tailplane, the wings
and flaps. To prevent adhesion of the fabric in areas where it is not required, lay release paper on the inside area of the
tube to be covered (fig. 11/12).

fig. 13

fig. 15

fig. 14

Now you prepare the fin for covering. For this purpose position the fin on the fabric and mark a reference line around it,
using dividers (fig. 13). For the first side to be covered the distance between the reference line and the tube equates
the circumference of the tube + 75% for the leading edge tube, while for the trailing edge it equates 80% of the
circumference of the tube. For the other side it equates c. 40% of the circumference of the tube. Take good care that
the overlap at the tubes does not extend into the airflow (Drawing 3).
edge
Turn the fin and do the markings for the other side. Then coat the fabric leading edge tube fin right trailing
tube
covering of the two fin-sides with adhesive, up to the reference line. For a safe
and firm bond ensure that all parts of the fabric touching the structure are well
adhesive
coated with adhesive. When the adhesive has dried cut the fabric around
wrap 40 % of the
curvatures with an overlap of 10-15 cm, along the outer reference line (fig.
circumference of the tube
left
15). Iron on as before (fig. 14/19).
After ironing the ORATEX® covering on the tube, areas where the fabric Drawing 3
overlap contacts the fabric just applied have to be coated with ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive. When the
adhesive has dried, iron on the exterior side. The covering is ironed around the tube structure with a 180° overlap and
at the trailing edge it is ironed on with a 270° wrap. Where compound curves exist the fabric can be very creased
initially but with the application of heat, stretching and some practice these creases can be eliminated. Please note
the temperature applied must NOT exceed 200°C (fig. 16/18/19).
Covering scheme of partly
sheeted areas

fig. 16

fig. 17

5 cm overlap
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fig. 18

fig. 19

fig. 20

The use of a heat gun and some higher temperatures can assist in removing some creases with shrinking and
stretching. After using a heat gun you must hold the fabric down for a moment so that the adhesive can cool down and
bond the fabric to the surface. After the covering has been neatly ironed on (fig. 17) it is possible that some creases
are still present (fig. 20).

fig. 21

fig. 22

fig. 23

Now use the heat gun, the fabric can be shrunk with the heat gun set at a temperature of 350°C (fig. 21/22/23/24). You
may wonder about the 350°C, but please note that the temperature of the air hitting the covering is controlled by the
distance from the fabric: The bigger the distance, the lower the temperature hitting the fabric. For controlling the
temperature during shrinking, please measure the temperature of the fabric surface with the help of an infrared
thermometer. 200 °C should NOT be exceeded.

fig. 24

fig. 25

fig. 26

To avoid burning your fingers when pressing down the fabric to the structure you best use our felt blade (ref. no. 0948)
(fig. 23/24).
For neatly ironing down the upper side of the fins onto the underside, mark the edge of the area to be coated with
adhesive with auxiliary dots (fig. 25/26). Cut the fabric along the markings and iron on.
Around the curvature any unevenness of the covering on the upper side is neatly eliminated by ironing and shrinking
with increased temperature (fig. 27/28/29).

fig. 27
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fig. 28

fig. 29

fig. 30

fig. 31

fig. 32

fig. 33

fig. 34

fig. 35

Iron straight seams, which do not require shrinking with a temperature of 90-100 °C (wooden structures) and for metal
structures temperatures of 130-170°C may be necessary because of the heat conductivity of the material. For neat
seams always mark reference lines for the cutting edge with the help of dividers. The inner reference line serves to
limit the adhesive coating to the area where it is needed (fig. 32/33). To prevent the fabric from moving prematurely
you can loosely wrap it around the structure and fix it with tape (fig. 31). After the fabric has been cut (fig. 33) iron it on
(fig. 34). Apply increased temperatures for ironing and shrinking around curvatures like the tips.
For lettering you can use our special self-adhesive film EASYPLOT® (fig. 35) which can be ironed on at 80°C. When
ironing we recommend you cover the film with release paper.

9. COVERING THE WINGS
When covering the wing follow the same procedure described above for the tailplane. First, mark the contours of the
wing on the inside of the fabric. To make things a bit more convenient, mark the complete structure of the upper side
and bottom side of the wing onto the rolled out fabric. Apply the adhesive onto the marked area, at the same time,
apply adhesive onto the inner side of a strip of fabric, which will be used for patches. Use these patches to cover all
rivets, e. g. on the rib cap strips. The patches will protect the fabric from being damaged by sharp metal edges. After
the pacches have been ironed-on, apply adhesive onto the upper side of all the patches.
After the adhesive has dried, the wings are being covered. Cover the bottom side first, then the upper side. When
covering it is an advantage to start with the leading edge tube, the fabric being wrapped around to the leading edge
tube. Where fabric lies on fabric the ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive must be applied, allow to dry
thoroughly. After that, pull the fabric taught towards the trailing edge tube and then iron it on (pictures
36/37/38/39/40/41). At the trailing edge, the fabric should be wrapped through at least 270°.

fig. 36

fig. 37

fig. 38
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fig. 39

fig. 40

fig. 41

After having finished this job turn the wing around and cover the upper side of the wing following the same methods as
above. Make sure especially at obstacles that the covering is ironed on very carefully (pictures 39/42). In order to gain
the maximum contact area for the adhesive and the fabric around the root rib and the wing tip, the fabric must be
ironed neatly around or into the root rib (picture 41).

fig. 42

fig. 43

fig. 44

Use round reinforcing patches to protect fly lead and control wire exits. Apply one patch on the inside and one on the
outside of the lead through (fig. 43). Wrinkles on the tube can be shrunk away with elevated temperatures (fig. 42).
Before you start shrinking the covering with the heat gun make sure that all ironed bonds are done properly. When you
then tighten the fabric with the heat gun it is recommended to cover the seams with a strip of corrugated cardboard.
This will prevent the adhesive from being softened by the high temperature, and the fabric will not “pull away” when
being shrunk, as during the shrinking process the heat is not always distributed constantly, we recommend you repeat
this procedure (1-2 times). Overlaps must be at least 5 cm wide (leading edge tube, trailing edge tube).
Designs and markings can easily be done with our EASYPLOT® cutting film (picture 44).

TIPS

E

F

G

Preparation for marking and cutting (fig E).
Wherever there are holes or control cable exits in the covering one has to create a bearing surface. 0.8 mm plywood is
suitable here (fig F).
Also at the edges, ORATEX® UL 600 can be applied very easily. Cut the covering with enough overlap so that
when you then stretch it whilst applying heat with the heat gun (350°C indicated on the heat gun, if it has a temperatura
display) you will not burn your fingers (fig G).
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H

I

J

Concave curves cannot be achieved without some cuts (fig H). Once the individual strips are pre-heated, they go
easily around the curves (fig I). After having completed, the finish looks professional (fig J).

K

L

M

It is not easy to position the holes or cuts accurately (fig K). To reach this stage it took two people approx.
3 hours (fig L). Despite the difference in height the edge can be covered easily (fig M).

P1

N

O

P

Where rib stitching is required teamwork is necessary. When feeding the thread precise arrangements are essential.
Depending on the conditions a certain body height is necessary, the use of auxiliary means is allowed here (fig's
N/O/P). Conventional rib stitching practices are recommended.

Q

R

S

After having fed in and knotted all threads, all knots can be ironed-on (fig Q). After that, ORATEX® Dispersion
Hotmelt Adhesive must be brushed onto all the seams (fig R). Finally, the ORATEX® Pinked Edge Tape is ironed on
at c. 90°C (fig S).

10. COVERING THE FUSELAGE
When covering the fuselage follow the same procedure described above for the wing. Follow the covering scheme
1-4 shown in the sketch. When covering the fuselage one can either start with the fuselage itself or with the
undercarriage, as shown in this example. A rough cut of the fabric is fixed with masking tape at the bottom of the
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undercarriage. Then, mark all areas where the undercarriage contacts the fabric. Mark also the
outer cutting line, ensure that the tube should be wrapped with a radius of 270°. Brush the
ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive onto all contact areas of both the fabric and the
undercarriage. When covering it is advantageous to start with the bottom side of the
undercarriage. After the adhesive has dried cut and iron the fabric as usual as already described,
adhesive is applied to all the assembly points, after the glue has dried apply a glue-brushed patch
of fabric and iron it on. This will protect the actual covering from being damaged by sharp edges.
Before starting the covering job, make sure the ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive is
5 cm overlap
completely dried. The drying procedure can be accelerated with a heat gun set on COLD air.
However, it is essential that only cold air is applied as the hardener, which is already included in the water-based
adhesive, starts to react when exposed to elevated temperatures. This means that, once this process is started, the
adhesive hardens and cannot be used for bonding the fabric anymore.

fig. 45

fig. 46

fig. 47

Fly leads and control cable exits (e.g. for brake Bowden cables) should be reinforced with 0.8 mm plywood.
ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive must be applied to the sides of the wood and of the fabric that are to be
joined. After having dried, the piece of wood is ironed onto the fabric. This way a stable lead-through is produced
(picture 45).
When covering the upper side of the undercarriage follow the same procedure as described above. Ensure that the
overlapping seam (fabric - fabric) is glue-brushed with ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive before you start
covering. In order to achieve neat seams, mask areas before applying adhesive with masking tape, remove the
masking tape before the adhesive has dried. All joints and holes are to be reinforced with the iron-on ORATEX®
Pinked Edge Tape. Even areas considered difficult can be treated easily (pictures 47/48).

fig. 48

fig. 49

fig. 50

To ensure minimum joints and seams, the covering of the fuselage should consist of as few fabric parts as possible.
Start with the bottom side of the fuselage (picture 49), ensure that the fabric wraps around the fuselage tubes at the
sides with approx. 270°. For the right hand side of the fuselage, one piece of fabric is used, it is held in place with
adhesive tape (picture 50).

fig. 51
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fig. 52

fig. 53

Mark the contours of the fuselage on the fabric and brush ORATEX® Dispersion Hotmelt Adhesive onto the marked
area (position of the fuselage) on the fabric, also apply to the structure of the fuselage. After the adhesive has dried,
iron the fabric on starting at the front and moving backwards, the difficult areas on the fuselage can be covered easily
(picture 51). Before ironing the right hand fuselage covering down, temporarily fix the covering for the left hand side of
the fuselage and mark the contours on the fabric (picture 52).
After the right hand side is already completely ironed on, the fabric is being shrunk with a heat gun (picture 53).

fig. 54

fig. 56

fig. 55

Another possibility to reinforce fly leads and control cable exits such as Bowden cables is to bolt two 0,5 mm
aluminium plates together (picture 54). Even the really difficult areas can be handled easily with the ORATEX®
fabric (pictures 55/56).
covering
fuselage side

firewall
10 cm

fuselage side

covering
fig. 57

fig. 58

Drawing 4

The rib in the fin is being sewed (pictures 57/58).
To achieve an ideal bonding at the firewall area, iron the fuselage covering from the bottom of the fuselage, both the
sides and the upper side at least 10 cm onto the firewall (Drawing 4).

fig. 59

fig. 60

fig. 61

In pictures 59/60 the rudder is already sewn. Now the seams are sealed with ORATEX® Pinked Edge Tape. If you
follow these instructions carefully your result should look similar (picture 61).

11. COVERING WOODEN STRUCTURES
This chapter is about how to cover wooden structures or structures made of compound materials. We chose the flap
of a ZEPHYR as an example. What makes this flap special is the fact that it is made of compound materials: The
leading edge does not only consist of wood as usual, but additionally GRP had been used. When covering GRP take
care not to exceed a temperature of 100°C, to avoid softening and deformation or delamination. In our case the flap
will be newly covered, in exactly the same way as the original, the leading edge itself is left uncovered (see black
reference line for cutting, fig. 68). As the flap is symmetrically shaped, another specialty can be shown: Covering in
one piece, the flap being seamlessly covered around the trailing edge.
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Procedure:

fig. 62

fig. 63

fig. 64

The flap is laid onto the inside of a piece of ORATEX® UL600 of appropriate size (fig. 62), and the contours are
outlined on the fabric with a pencil. Then the flap is folded over the trailing edge, and in this reversed position the
contours are again outlined onto the fabric. Now coat the area within the pencil markings with ORATEX® dispersion
hotmelt adhesive (fig. 63). Also the structure is now being coated with the adhesive (fig. 64, 65).

fig. 65

fig. 66

fig. 67

After the adhesive has THOROUGHLY dried, the flap will be positioned on the inside of the fabric according to the
pencil markings (fig. 66). Then wrap the fabric around the trailing edge (fig. 67).

fig. 68

fig. 69

fig. 70

Fig. 68 shows the black reference line marking the cutting line on the top and bottom of the leading edge. Beginning at
the trailing edge the covering is ironed on in the direction of the leading edge, on both sides.
Before ironing, tighten the fabric at the top and the bottom simultaneously, by pulling it with one hand and at the same
time pushing the wrapped flap in the direction of the trailing edge, so that the fabric wrapping the structure is now
pulled as tight and crease-free as possible. Then, beginning at the trailing edge, iron on with approx. 100°C (fig.
69,70). After ironing make a seam at the upper and lower reference line (fig. 71).
Take care not to damage the GRP surface. Now the overlapping fabric on the sides of the end ribs will be ironed onto
the ribs. For this purpose make cuts into the fabric according to fig. 72.
Now it is time to make the facing panels to cover the end ribs. Use a pencil to mark the contours of the ribs on the inside
of a piece of ORATEX® UL 600, for the facing panels. Then apply ORATEX® dispersion hotmelt adhesive onto

fig. 71
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fig. 72

fig. 73

fig. 74

the ribs and the fabric within the marked contours. After the adhesive has
dried cut out the marked pieces of fabric, 1mm undersize. Position the fabric
pieces carefully on the ribs, so that the outer ends of the facing panels are
exactly parallel to the outer rib edges. Now iron the panels on to the ribs.
Finally, the covering is tightened with the help of a heat gun. Take care to
control the temperature with the help of an infrared thermometer. When
shrinking it is important that you protect the seams from the heat using a piece
of cardboard, otherwise the adhesive could become too hot and liquid, and
the fabric would begin to slip (fig. 73,74).

12. COLOURING
ORATEX® UL 600 is available in eight classic aircraft colours. If you wish to create your own colour scheme, you
can paint the fabric with our ORACOLOR® paint system.
If you cover parts made of GRP or CFRP use light colours (preferably white or silver). If dark coloured areas are
exposed to direct sun light an extraordinary heat develops which may cause softening of the GRP or CFRP structure.
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